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PRESIDENT’S DESK

Some days I wonder if I really should be building or flying airplanes. On Friday,
March 18th I took half a day of vacation to work on re-covering my tail pieces to the
Eagle. I had bought all the supplies from Aircraft Spruce and was ready to go. When I
got to the point where I needed the iron to shrink the fabric I had to calibrate it.
Calibrating the iron should be simple enough, but I broke the thermometer that
came with the kit when I unpacked. No problem … the instructions say you can use
the digital infrared thermometers also, which sound like less mess and faster too. So I
run to Home Depot to buy one. Bought the cheapest one for $29.99. At home I
checked it against known temperatures including boiling water and it looked accurate.
Went out to the shop and turned on the iron and started calibrating.
You are supposed to calibrate the iron at 225, 250 and 350 degrees Fahrenheit. I
couldn’t get the iron above about 170 degrees, at least so it seemed. After messing
around a while I became convinced the iron was much hotter than my fancy
thermometer was reading. I threw some water on the iron and it immediately boiled off.
I was convinced that there was something funky with the infrared thermometer so went
back to Home Depot and bought a $70 version. Surely it must work better.
Again I checked the calibration and it looked good, so checked it on the iron. Same
result as the cheap one! Now there is a mystery, but what to do? I cannot go on until I
get the iron calibrated. Cami was headed into town, so I asked her to get me a digital
candy thermometer instead.
While she was out, I decided to mow the roadside in front of the house while I
waited. In just a couple of minutes I had the mower stuck in the mud. At this point I
am asking myself if I should be building or flying planes. I decided to go into the house
and sit for a while. Surely my luck would be better there.
The day did end well, though. The candy thermometer worked as advertised.
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Al Nodorft

I am sure that most have heard that Kyle and Amanda Franklin had an accident at
the Brownsville, Texas air show. Likely many of you have seen them or their fathers
perform over the years. They are some of the best air show entertainers. Both Kyle
and Amanda survived the crash, but were badly burned. Always sad when people get
hurt doing what they love. Wish them the best!
April

The April meeting will be on the 9th. This is our
breakfast meeting. Instead of a guest speaker, I invite all
the Pea Patch members to display their airplanes for us –
outside of the hangars. Anyone who can should also fly
them.

Fly safe!

Al

Minutes of the Meeting for EAA Chapter 172
Fish Fry Fly-in
March 12, 2011
Before the meeting the members, their families, and visitors
enjoyed the delicious fried fish and trimmings prepared
under the leadership of Master Chef Steve Thompson.
Dennis & Fay Allen, Ron Haley, Everett Parks, and
Maureen Rhodes assisted Steve in the food preparation. The
Aerospouses set out the desserts and side dishes. Thirteen
aircraft flew in. More than 70 members, family, and guests
signed in. At 12:28 PM Rev. Bill Farley gave the invocation
and everyone ate. Club President Al Nodorft called the
business meeting to order at 1:20 PM. He welcomed the
guests including Bonnie & Harry McGahee, Dean King,
Steve Thompson giving advice
while leading the cooking team. Richard Thompson, Patty Barrett, Tricice & Ian Rogerson,
Bobby Shafer, Harrell Tiller, and Antonia & Bibiana Falatova. Al thanked all those who
prepared the fish and trimmings for the meal.
Old Business: Richard Fender moved that that the minutes for February should be accepted.
Steve Thompson seconded the motion and it was approved.
Frances Weiss said that those who helped prepare the clubhouse for the meeting were her
husband, George, and some Leprechauns.
Pierre Smith said that the catfish were U.S. grown, from Mississippi.
New Business: Sheila Connell said that the March 24th social eat-out The crowd watching the aerobatic
would be at the Mt. Vintage Plantation Restaurant in North Augusta, entertainment before the meeting.
South Carolina.
Al Nodorft presented the EAA Chapter Service Award to Tech Counselor Eddie Booth.
Program: There was no scheduled program so member Charles Lewis told us about the Bartow,
Georgia, "Schoolhouse Players" presenting a play "Belles on their Toes" on March 12, 18, & 19 at 8:00
PM; also on March 20 at 3:00 PM.
Eddie Booth

Jim McBurney moved that the meeting should adjourn. Richard Fender seconded the motion. The meeting adjourned at 1:35
PM.

Some of the aircraft at the Fish Fry Fly-in.

DISASTER AT SUN'N FUN
The horrific storm that hit Sun'n Fun on Thursday, March 31, left millions of
dollars in damage. There were many erroneous reports that first came out. The later
reports, on Friday afternoon and Saturday, April 1-2 were more correct. Here are
some of the later reports with links to their full text:
The National Weather Service confirmed in a report released on Friday that a
category EF-1 tornado hit the Lakeland airport on Thursday about noon time. The
tornado had top winds estimated at 95 mph, a path length of just over a half mile,
and a path width of about 30 to 40 yards. The NWS report also confirmed the
impact of 70 to 75 mph "downburst thunderstorm severe straight-line winds," with
the tornado impacting the west end of the runway about 12:05 p.m. The full NWS report is available online here:
http://www.srh.noaa.gov/images/tbw/TopNews/PDF/survey31mar2011.pdf

69 PLANES DAMAGED
Possibly the best accurate report came from the Lakeland Ledger in an article by John
Chambliss. He writes:
“At least seven people were taken to Lakeland Regional Medical Center with minor injuries,
while others were treated at the event. High winds toppled a shack a security guard was in,
while poles and other flying debris struck visitors.”
“Lakeland Police said Friday morning that 69 planes
were damaged causing hundreds of thousands of dollars in damage and a dangerous
situation with spilled gas. Dozens of vendor tents were uprooted. Officials canceled all
events and visitors were forced to leave the grounds, creating long lines of traffic . . . City
employees and a contractor expected to turn over the damaged planes Thursday night and
tow them to a nearby field or lot.”
You can read the complete Ledger article at http://www.theledger.com/article/20110331/NEWS/110339894?

Title=About-40-Planes-Some-Buildings-Damaged-at-Sun-n-Fun
Note about the damaged planes:
PHOTO GALLERY: Boneyard of Damaged Airplanes at Sun 'n Fun

( http://www.avweb.com/news/snf/NWSTornadoLikelyHitSunnFun_204396-1.html )
The report about a building collapse trapping 70 people came in at first as fact, then rumor, then truth. Such is the
variability of news when there is a disaster. The last news about this is:

TENT COLLAPSE DID TRAP 70 AT SUN 'N FUN
(from Avflash! Sun'n Fun: After the Storm --- April 1, 2011)

“There were some scary moments for about 70 people, including nine former Women Air Service pilots in their 90s, when the
storm that ripped through Sun 'n Fun on Thursday collapsed the tent structure in which a luncheon was being held in the
WASPs' honor. The event was sponsored by the Wings of Dreams Aviation Museum of Keystone Heights Airport in
Florida. Bob Oehl, an executive volunteer with the museum said he and others fought to keep the aluminum structure and tent
supported while most of the attendees huddled under the tables. He said he called 911 as rain, hail and furious winds
collapsed the structure around them. Initial reports of a building collapse trapping 70 people were refuted by Lakeland Police
and Sun 'n Fun staff, possibly because the facility was not a permanent structure. "But it happened," said Oehl.”

See this article at:
http://www.avweb.com/news/snf/SunNFun2011_SunnFunHitByViciousWindsRainExtensiveDamage_204378-1.html

Member Spotlight
Joe and Cindy Britt
This month’s Member Spotlight is on Joe and Cindy Britt. They have been EAA 172
members since December 2008.
Joe was born and raised in North Augusta graduating from North Augusta Senior High in
1974. Joe’s first airplane flight came during Junior High School when he worked at one of
his uncle and cousin’s farm baling hay and working with the livestock. They told him if he
did a good job they would take him flying. That was his first flight and he was hooked.
After high school he attended The Citadel in Charleston, SC where he earned a
Marine Corp Scholarship in his freshman year. During his junior year he was
designated a Naval Flight Officer candidate with a slot to attend flight school to
become a Bombardier/Navigator in a A-6 Intruder
which was the Marine Corps all-weather attack aircraft
at that time. Joe graduated from The Citadel in 1978
with a B.A. in History, and then was commissioned as a
2nd Lieutenant of Marines. He then attended the
Marine Corp Officer Basic School in Quantico, Va. At
that time they decided to begin phasing out the A-6
aircraft from the Marine Corp inventory. Therefore, he lost his slot to flight school
but secured a slot to Armor Officer Basic School in Fort Knox Kentucky where he
learned about the M-60 tank and armor warfare instead. Graduating from Armor
School, he was assigned to the 3rd Tank Battalion located in Twenty Nines Palms,
California. This base was in the high desert of California
about 70 – 80 miles northeast for Palm Springs. Twenty
Nine Palms was a great place for armor warfare training
but was not known for its exciting social life. Since Joe
was still interested in flying he started flight lessons at the base flying club where he received his
private certificate in 1980. One of his friends owned a C-172 and Mooney 201 and they would
run to Phoenix or San Diego during the weekends. Flying in Southern California was great with
the vast majority of time being VFR.
Joe was then re-assigned to San Diego in 1981 at the 32nd Street Naval Station aboard an amphibious ship in the U.S. Navy.
This ship serviced Marine Corp light, medium & heavy lift helicopters along with Cobra attack helicopters. Additionally, he
had a roommate that was a corporate pilot and flew a Beechcraft King Air for a local business man. Joe joined the Armed
Forces Flying Club at Montgomery Field and flew C-152, C-172 along with C-177 & C-177RGs. There he received his
complex endorsement. His flying hours lagged at times due to being deployed to Hawaii, Philippines Islands, Hong Kong,
Western Australia, Japan, Indian Ocean and other exotic locations the USMC visited.
Joe transferred off the ship in the Philippines Islands and traveled back to the United States in early summer of 1983 to his
next duty station at Quantico, Va. at the Basic School. He taught new lieutenants what was expected of Marine Corp
officers along with the basics of armor warfare. Again he joined the base flying club and added to his hours with more C172 and some Piper Arrow time.
Joe decided to leave the Marine Corp in 1986 to further his education and returned home to North Augusta. He started
pursuing an Electrical Engineering degree first at USC Aiken and then transferred to Clemson University where he finished in
May of 1991. During this time he was unable to continue flying due to finances and the time need for his engineering studies.
At Clemson he co-oped at Plant Vogtle in the System Engineering Department where they offered him a job after graduation.
Joe has worked at Vogtle as an Engineer since 1991.

Cindy was born in Greenville, SC and then raised in the little town of Six Mile, SC, close to Clemson. Her parents still live
there and they enjoy visiting and coming home with fresh eggs and vegetables from the garden in the summer.
Joe and Cindy met in a church single’s class in Greenville, SC. They started dating while Joe was at Clemson and Cindy was
teaching third grade. They decided to marry in June 1991 after he graduated from Clemson. Cindy left her family in up-state
SC and they moved back to North Augusta so Joe could work at Plant Vogtle. Joe and Cindy do not have any children, but
they do have one spoiled rotten cat who expects breakfast at 5:00 every morning – and doesn’t understand the concept of
sleeping in on weekends and holidays!
Joe is an instrument and controls (I&C) design engineer at Plant Vogtle specializing in digital systems (computer hardware &
software including networking). Prior to that he was a systems engineer maintaining digital systems.
Cindy taught school for 14 years, but now works at Augusta State University managing the Curriculum Center, a small
library for education majors. She enjoys the chance to work with young adults after years of being with children. Cindy has a
masters degree in elementary education from Furman University and a masters of library science from University of South
Carolina.
Joe has always been interested in flying and the military possibly due to his father’s influence. Since he does not have 20/20
vision, the military would not accept him as a pilot, but he was able to become a Naval Flight Officer candidate at the
Citadel.
Joe became interested in homebuilding because most flying publications, AOPA & Flying magazine, seem to focus on
aircraft that is beyond his means. When he looked into getting back into flying after school and some medical problems,
EAA and homebuilt aircraft seemed to fit the bill. He likes the camaraderie and the depth of knowledge of multiple aircraft
types and aviation subjects of our chapter members. Since the majority of pilots in EAA 172 are male, the chapter makes a
special effort to include the wives in some manner. He knows it has helped Cindy understand his interest in aviation and she
completely supports his aviation activities. Joe has a private pilot’s license with Airplane/Single Engine/Land with a complex
endorsement and now has about 150 hours.

AIRCRAFT RE-REGISTRATION REMINDER
If you own an aircraft that was last registered before October 1, 2010, you will be required at some point over the next three
years to re-register it as a part of the FAA's efforts to re-register all aircraft in the United States. Re-registration of aircraft
currently in the FAA database began November 1, 2010, and will continue through December 31,
2013. March 31, 2011, was the deadline date for the first series of renewals. The FAA's goal is to
update the U.S. Civil Aircraft Register - the agency contends as many as a third of the 357,000
registered aircraft contain inaccurate records. It is important that each aircraft you own, regardless of
its airworthiness status, be re-registered when the notice comes from the FAA, or its registration could
be revoked. Even if the aircraft exists in "basketcase" form (or less), it's important to keep it properly
registered. The third, fourth, and fifth months before expiration make up the timely filing window. A
code provided in the notice allows online re-registration and payment of the $5 fee when there are no changes in ownership,
address, or citizenship to report. If there are changes to report, the form can be completed online, printed, signed, and mailed
with the $5 fee. No matter if there are no changes or there are revisions that must be made to the registration data, the form
must be filled out online.

SHORT FINAL
AVweb March 14, 2011

Memphis Center: "Cessna 1234, the HOG MOA is hot. Recommend course or elevation change to remain clear."
Cessna 1234: "How many planes are in there? Usually if there's only a couple, I'll go on through."
Memphis Center: "Well, even if there's only one, you're supposed to remain clear. But we've got four A-10s with
transponders off, and I can't see them on radar."
Cessna 1234 (laughing) : "O.K., I think you convinced me to remain clear."

LOCKHEED MARTIN NOW OWNS FLIGHT SIMULATOR
Lockheed Martin has licensed the software and the intellectual goodies that go with Microsoft’s Flight
Simulator X, marking the end of the line for one of the most successful game series in the history of
computing, spanning almost 30 years since the original in 1982, called Microsoft Flight Simulator 1.0.
Microsoft has also disbanded the Aces video-game studio responsible for the Flight Simulator franchise and
handed over the core simulation technology to Lockheed, which now sells the software to flight training
device makers as a low-cost SIM platform. Lockheed Martin’s eventual goal is to further develop the Flight
Simulator software (now called Prepar3D) to the point that it can be used to train military pilots and UAV
operators.
Microsoft is not abandoning flight simulators. Some of the brightest minds at Microsoft Games Studios are
now hard at work on a new title simply called Microsoft Flight. On Microsoft’s Website, the company
promises that the new software “will retain the full fidelity simulation longtime fans have come to expect
while offering all players a whole new look and feel, a wide range of new game play and challenges, persistent experiences and social
connectivity.” From the preview videos, a reviewer writes “The software looks as though it will require a Windows 7-compatible
computer running a plutonium-powered processor and at least several terabytes of memory.”
(Information adapted from FLYING eNewsletter March 17, 2011)

FAA UPDATES "THROUGH-THE-FENCE" POLICY
Federally funded airports that now allow "through-the-fence" access for owners of hangar
homes on adjacent private property may continue to do so, the FAA said in an interim policy
published on March 18. The FAA had moved to stop all such access in 2009, citing economic
and security concerns. The interim policy, which is effective immediately, requires airports
involved in such agreements to develop a plan that outlines how they will meet federal standards
for security, safety, sustainability and nondiscriminatory airport rates. No new agreements will
be approved, the FAA said. The policy will be reviewed again in 2014
AOPA said the interim rule is a big step forward from the FAA's original proposal. "To their
credit, the FAA initiated a review, and took a collaborative approach that resulted in significant
changes which allow residential access to continue," said John Collins, AOPA's manager of
airport policy. EAA said the interim policy is "fair and reasonable" for existing TTF airports, but objected to the FAA's ban on all
future agreements. Those decisions should be made by local airport operators, EAA said.
(Information adapted from AVwebFLASH March 24, 2011)

NEW HUMMEL BIRD AT THE WRENS AIRPORT
Member Shane Nothdurft has purchased a Hummel Bird to add to his plane
collection. He is the third member or former member based at the Wrens
airport to get one. John Sligar has one; and Mark Slone also has one though it
is still in the construction phase. The Hummel Bird is an
Experimental/Amateur Built aircraft designed by Morry Hummel. It is a single
seat, single engine, all metal airplane typically powered by a 1/2 VW engine in
the 32 hp-45 hp range although other engines have been used successfully.
There are even plans to fit a 4 cylinder 2 cycle McCulloch drone engine to a
Hummel Bird! It is built from plans, but many of the components are available
pre-made from Hummel Aviation. Examples have been built for less than
Shane working on his new plane, with John Sligar $4,000 with extensive "scrounging" but with all new material and a pre-built
giving advice. John flew to the Wrens airport in his engine, a more likely figure would hover near $8,000-$10,000. The Hummel
Hummel Bird.
Bird is not an ultralight aircraft. Its empty weight exceeds the specified 254
pounds, it carries more than 5 gallons of fuel, stalls at a speed above 24 knots and its top speed is well beyond the ultralight
limit of 55 knots.

MANY SAY THAT BROADBAND COMPANY COULD DISRUPT GPS
Aviation interests are among the nearly 20 founding members of the "Coalition to Save Our GPS," a group created to reverse
the successful application by LightSquared LLC for a nationwide satellite broadband service that experts say could interfere
with GPS receivers. Announced on March 10 in Washington, D.C., the coalition includes the Air Transport Association,
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association, General Aviation Manufacturers Association, Garmin and others. The group is
seeking to overturn a January decision by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to issue a license to LightSquared
of Reston, Virginina, to build a nationwide network of ground stations transmitting in the L-band spectrum adjacent to that of
GPS. The FCC waiver allows LightSquared to use spectrum in the 1525-1559 MHz band for broadband transmissions if it
can demonstrate that interference will be avoided. The GPS system operates in the adjacent 1559-1610 MHz band.
"LightSquared's plans to build up to 40,000 ground stations transmitting radio signals one billion times more powerful than
GPS signals as received on earth could mean 40,000 'dead spots,' each miles in diameter, disrupting the vitally important
services GPS provides," the coalition said. Given “substantial risks to aviation and the public safety posed by LightSquared’s
proposed terrestrial-only operations” in the near-GPS spectrum, “and its likely severe and costly impact on GPS,” the FCC
erred in granting the conditional waiver, said AOPA Senior Vice President of Government Affairs Melissa Rudinger in
AOPA’s application for review. AOPA’s petition requested that all action on LightSquared’s application be withheld until
the company shows that its communications network will not interfere with GPS, and will be “without a cost to the aviation
user.” (Information adapted from AOPA ePilot March 4, 2011 and FLYING eNewsletter March 17, 2011)

SHORT FINAL
AVweb May 10, 2010

This was heard when a regional jet was landing ahead of a Mooney.
Tower: "Regional jet, taxi to the gate."
Regional Jet: "Roger. To the gate."
[a long pause]
Tower: "RJ, you going to the gate? I have a Mooney on short final."
Regional Jet: "Uh, yeah, we are. We're just waiting for the skunk to clear ahead of us."
Tower: "Take your time."

Sun 'n Fun® 2011
March 29 - April 3 Lakeland, FL

EAA 172 Meeting

Breakfast Fly-in
April 9, 2011, 9:00 AM at the Pea Patch Aerodrome (61GA), Blythe, GA

EAA 172

Wrens O.B. Brown Memorial Fly-in
May 13- 5:00 PM, May 14 – 9:00 AM at the Wrens Memorial Airport (65J), Wrens, GA

EAA 172 Night Out
Thursday, April 28: EAA 172 monthly "get-together" -- Social Meeting 6:30 PM -- This is a monthly non-business
social gathering held on the fourth Thursday. This month it is at the Sheehan's Irish Pub, 2571 Central Ave, Augusta,
GA 30904, near the corner of Central Ave. & Monte Sano Ave. Phone number: 706-364-1234. For a map and
directions, click on: Sheehan's Irish Pub . Contact Virginia Bush for more details 706-554-5618 e-mail:
donr.bush@yahoo.com .
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SHORT FINAL
AVweb March 21, 2011

While on final, RNAV 9, into Isla Grande airport in San Juan, Puerto Rico:
Tower: "Mooney 5 Triple 8 Quebec, be advised: Iguana crossing the runway, south to north, midfield."
Then, on short final:
Tower: "Double 8 Quebec, Iguana no factor. He's crossed the white line on the north side."

AVIATION QUESTION OF THE MONTH
Answer to last month’s question: Can I log instrument time while flying on an IFR flight plan above
a solid layer of clouds without visual reference to the ground?
According to AOPA: Part 61.51(g) of the federal aviation regulations describes logging instrument
time. You should only log instrument time when the aircraft is operated solely by reference to
instruments under actual or simulated instrument flight conditions. Unless you were flying above the
clouds with a view limiting device and an appropriately rated safety pilot, you should not log that time
as instrument time.
This Month’s Question: Is there a limit to the number of hours a private pilot can fly in one day?

FUND RAISING STATUS
Many are already aware that we have a fund raising effort going on for the Clubhouse roof.
We do solicit funds from those who attend the meetings, but most of our members cannot make
all the meetings. I appeal to you, also, for support of this fund. Please consider writing a
check and send it to Don Bush, (address is on the front page). Remember when writing checks,
please make them out to EAA 172 only. Other fancier titles only get us in trouble with the
bank. I will be communicating our progress monthly as we move toward our goal.
Again, thank you very much for your support!
Al

WHAT'S NEW IN AL'S OPEN HANGAR?
Come to the Breakfast Fly-in and see what new additions we have to the Pea Patch!

If you did not receive a mailed newsletter but only the e-mailed Pea Patch Post and you also wanted
the mailed version you need to contact club Secretary John Magnan at jcm2@earthlink.net and
indicate that you want the newsletter mailed to you. This should be done by deadline date, which
for May is April 27 which is also the deadline for any articles for the May issue.

NAME THAT PLANE
ANDERSON GREENWOOD AG-14
The Anderson Greenwood was an appealing little two-place side-by-side design that was introduced in 1950. The pusher
configuration of this airplane offered great visibility and was as easy to enter and exit as an automobile. This layout also produced less
noise in the cockpit and provided better protection for the general public from propeller-related injuries. Unfortunately, only about a
half dozen AG-14s were actually produced before the design fell victim to the light plane market slump, which reached its lowest ebb
in 1950.
There are at least two flyable Anderson Greenwoods remaining, one of which was recently on display at the Experimental Aircraft
Association's Museum in Oshkosh, Wisconsin. This airplane was one of the more distinctive looking designs to come out of the
classic light plane era, but along with the Thorp Skyskooter, the Emigh Trojan, and several others, bad market timing kept it from
reaching its full potential.

Specifications Anderson Greenwood AG-14
(From Wikipedia)

Specifications (AG-14)

* Crew: one pilot
* Capacity: 1 passenger
* Length: 22 ft 0 in
* Wingspan: 34 ft 7 in
* Height: 7 ft 9 in
* Wing area: 120 ft²
* Empty weight: 850 lb
* Gross weight: 1,400 lb
* Powerplant: 1 × Continental C90-12FP, 90 hp
Performance
* Maximum speed: 120 mph
* Endurance: 4 hours
* Service ceiling: 16,500 ft
* Rate of climb: 700 ft/min

EAA SAYS THAT YOUNG EAGLES WORKS
EAA says its Young Eagles program, which aims to introduce youngsters to general aviation, has been successful at
inspiring those youngsters to become pilots. By checking FAA's pilot registry against its list of Young Eagles
going back to 1992, EAA said it found that Young Eagles are 5.4 times more likely to become a pilot than
those who never participated. "The numbers show that Young Eagles is making an impact on the pilot
population that is unmatched by any other single program," said EAA Chairman Tom Poberezny. The EAA
analysis also showed that 9 percent of those pilots are female, a gain of 50 percent compared to the overall
figure of 6 percent of the pilot population.
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